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The special place
in Wielkopolska

Located in the very heart of Wielkopolska, both Hotel Remes Sport & Spa and
the city of Opalenica are perfect places for relaxation. The Hotel is easily accessible
from nearby Poznan, but also from Warsaw and Berlin – by A2 motorway.
The nearest international airport, Poznan Lawica, is just a 30-minute drive away.

The best things are
born of passion
Why is Hotel Remes Sport & Spa one of the most
intriguing hotels in Poland? Because it is a very
unusual but highly successful blend of modern
comfort and inspiration drawn from nature.

it started with passion
The four star – Hotel Remes confirms that
the best things in life are born of passion. It is
a dream-come-true for its owners who wanted to
create a place, where prestige and elegance blend
with sport. It took a lot of courage and enthusiasm
to fulfil this dream. Today Hotel Remes Sport &
Spa is a world class venue that meets the highest
demands of its guests.

more than just a hotel
It is not easy to find a place of such simple beauty, yet so comfortable and modern. Stylish interiors
and sculpture are an ideal background for both
business meetings and family occasions. There are
comfortable rooms and spacious suites, an impressive conference centre, a breakfast and an à la carte
restaurant with great choice of international food,
a two-storey Club, SPA Treatment Rooms, a swimming pool, saunas, a gym and professional sports
venues. The surrounding forest and park encourage
healthy and active relaxation.

Sensual elegance
Works of modern art make this place even
more unique. Intriguing sculptures inspired
by art of Igor Mitoraj appear all over the place
to harmonize with the stylish interior of the
hotel. They strongly influence the Hotel’s atmosphere and style.

rooms and suites
Every of 54 rooms and 4 suites has been designed in the minutest detail for you to enjoy its
modern style and interesting architecture. All of the
rooms have Internet access and air conditioning.
There are 147 beds in:
43 Standard Rooms – some of them with glass
– walled bathrooms, some with a terrace, open to
Hotel’s surroundings and there is also 1 room for
the disabled.
11 Superior Rooms – two-storey, with a working
space and a bedroom.
4 suites – each with two bedrooms, two bathrooms and a private terrace.

restaurants & club
There are two restaurants in the hotel: a breakfast restaurant on the first floor and an à la carte
restaurant on the ground floor, serving international cuisine. The guests always appreciate interesting
tastes, unusual matches and perfect service. There
is also a cosy café area with its charming fireplace
that makes your coffee here could not taste just any
better. Opposite the restaurant there is also a banquet hall for 140 people. It is a venue for official
meetings, banquets, balls and romantic wedding
receptions. In the two-storey Club on the first floor
you can find a bar, a music club, a billiard room
and a bowling alley.

Conference
Centre
Whether you are planning an elite executive
meeting, a bespoke reward programme or any
other type of event, the Conference Centre
of Hotel Remes is a perfect venue for these,
thanks to its location just 30 km from Poznan
and its international airport and the A2 motorway connecting Berlin and Warsaw.

modern meeting place
You will find anything you may need to plan
a conference, executive meeting, workshop, training courses, exhibition or a team-building event in
Hotel Remes. The elegant interiors adapt to your
individual needs and can host business conferences,
product launches or banquets. Our dedicated conference and event team know all about detail and
are there to help you meet your needs.

comfortable space
We offer 7 air-conditioned, fully
equipped conference rooms, sized

147
beds

from 30m2 to over 450m2 thanks to a sliding walls
system. The flexibility of this space allows hosting
any event – from private meetings to 400 – people
conferences. Participants may also enjoy all the hotel facilities.

unlimited event options
Hotel’s location allows hosting diverse events.
Experienced RemeSPORT team are there to help
you plan large outdoor events. Whether you choose
team-building exercises or team sports, a bike trip
or a feast in the tepee, the time you spend in Hotel
Remes is the most unique.
We have already hosted events for MercedesBenz, Volkswagen, PKO, Continental, Bank Zachodni WBK, Polski Związek Piłki Nożnej, Grupa
Żywiec SA, Coca-Cola, BP, Skoda, PZU and TVN
among others.
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intelligent multimedia conferencing systems
integral sound systems
OHPs, sunlight readable projection screens
flipcharts, whiteboards, stages, lecterns
blackout option
info screens in the whole building
wireless Internet
air – conditioning

floor

The most sensual SPA
in Poland
RemeSPA is an extraordinary area in Hotel
Remes. Its creation has been inspired by the
experience of distant journeys. It is a place
where you can find the magic of the four
elements: water, fire, air and earth and where
you can – like nowhere else – experience
nature’s healing powers.

relaxing world of
Natural cosmetics, sensual scents, relaxing music and luxurious interiors allow peace and deepest
pleasure. The number of rooms and treatments we
offer make our Hotel one of the best SPA hotels in
the country. There are:
8 luxurious SPA Treatment Rooms
swimming pool
steam bath and dry sauna
jacuzzi
hammam
hydro jet massage
hydro massage baths
cryogenic chamber

enjoy the moments at
A visit to RemeSPA means relaxation and peace.
Beauty treatments, colour therapy, aromatherapy,
bathing rituals, classic and exotic massage, face and
body treatments, hands and feet enhancements
and peelings are all in our offer. We use world class
brands’ cosmetics – Maria Galland, Kurland, Sofri.
There’s everything you’d expect of a great SPA – sessions for couples and families. Our attentive therapists
and trainers are always there to assist you. If you have
something more energetic in mind, you will surely enjoy a workout in our state-of-the-art gym or attend
fitness or aerobics classes. Time spent in RemeSPA
is a truly special experience, designed to restore wellbeing and to reinstate the rhythm and harmony between mind, body and soul.
Check the Day SPA and SPA weekend stays on
www.hotelremes.pl
Feel free to join a fascinating journey into the
world of RemeSPA.

For the love
of sport
RemeSPORT is the biggest sports training centre for professional teams in Central
Europe. Uniquely located on the grounds of
luxurious Hotel Remes Sport & Spa, it ensures
perfect training conditions and full privacy.

training area
The facility has 8 full-size grass sports grounds,
including rugby and American football pitches, volleyball and football tennis courts, a beach football
pitch, a training hill and slopes, accuracy training
wall, 6 tennis courts, a driving range, a 1000-capacity stadium and a sports hall. There are marked trails
perfect for jogging, cycling and Nordic walking. Several dozens of Polish and European teams, as well as
national teams of Italy, Denmark, Germany and
Russia have already enjoyed the outstanding
facilities of RemeSPORT.
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GOLF

uefa euro 2012 accommodation
centre
Hotel Remes Sport & Spa is a UEFA recommended Accommodation Centre where Portugal
national football team has chosen to stay during
EURO 2012 Championship.
147 beds in air-conditioned rooms with Internet access and satellite TV ensure comfortable stay.
The menu is adapted to athletes’ needs.
SPA & Wellness zone offers full range of treatments, there are also: a swimming pool, dry sauna,
steam bath, cryogenic chamber, jacuzzi, hydro
jet massages, treatment rooms, physio and cardio
equipment, a fitness room and a gym, among
others. Coaches can use the Conference Centre
for meetings and briefings, but also to host press
conferences.

RUGBY

AMERICAN
FOOTBALL

Events in the very
heart of Wielkopolska
Events for up to 5000 people
Tournaments, sports events
Picnics, galas
Corporate reward programmes, team building
Pitches, stadium, tennis courts, shooting range
Driving range, golf course
Walking, bike and horse-riding trails
Jogging, Nordic walking, fishing
Playground and attractions for children
Ropes course
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it takes about 30 minutes to get to us from Poznan Lawica International Airport

train journey from Poznan to Opalenica takes 30 minutes, from Warsaw and
Wroclaw – about 4 hr., and just 3 hr. from Berlin
the best access is by A2 motorway and 307 Road from Poznan, from Poznan
– 30 min., from Warsaw – 3 hr., from Berlin – 2 hr., from Wroclaw – over 2 hr.
by Road No. 5 and E261

ul. Parkowa 48, 64-330 Opalenica
tel. +48 61 44 82 400, +48 61 44 82 410
e-mail: info@hotelremes.pl
www.hotelremes.pl

